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Case No. 09300120-D                                                                                                Attachment 10                         
 
114,116 & 120 West High Street                                                       Central Dealers, LLC, Owner    
308 & 320 South Upper Street                                                                   Steve Graves, Applicant 
South Hill Historic District                                   
 
Scope of Work 
Construct additions, parking lot and associated site work.      
 
Background 
 
The applicant is requesting a Certificate of Appropriateness to construct a third floor at the 
current roof level and other multi-floor additions.  The Board held a conceptual review of this 
proposal in the previous Board meeting in March.  The applicant has submitted revised 
architectural drawings for this review. 
 
The proposal is for the construction of a third floor at the current roof level and other multi-floor 
additions from grade to this circa 1956 office building designed by Central Kentucky architect 
Thomas Page Edwards for the Commonwealth of Kentucky.  The historic structure’s design 
reflects the stream-lined style representative of mid-twentieth century architectural design with 
its clean lines and minimal simple ornamentation.  The structure, which is a good example of its 
type,  has a rectilinear plan and cubic massing of two stories with the second floor extending 
over an entry courtyard flanked by a concrete capped stone wall where it fronts on West High 
Street.  It has a structure of steel and concrete skinned with a buff brick veneer laid in a running 
common bond pattern.   
 
Prominent details found on the exterior are grouped windows with concrete sills on the north, 
south, and east elevations.  The original window openings are present throughout, although the 
windows themselves have been replaced with an aluminum system.  Along Upper Street a large 
two story opening in the brick veneer is filled with an aluminum/glass window system and 
smooth metal panels, picture framed with brown honed granite.  The front central entrance on 
Upper Street has a center stair rising to an aluminum/glass entry framed with honed gray granite. 
Originally a seal of the Commonwealth of Kentucky was above the front entrance. Because of  
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Background cont’d. 
 
the upward slope to the south of Upper Street the first floor windows on this elevation occur 
mainly below grade, within a stone walled window well. Entry doors along West High Street are 
picture framed with honed gray granite and open out onto ground level. 
 
The three proposed additions at grade are located on the Upper Street (west or right) elevation, 
High Street (north or front) elevation and east (left) elevation.  The additions are proposed to 
have an exterior skin made up of unspecified curtain walls or store front, glass and spandrels.   
 
The proposed third floor addition incorporates similar materials and covers approximately ninety percent 
of the roof.  There is a proposed roof top deck along the north face of the structure; guardrails for the deck 
are located above the historic structure’s perimeter on the north.  
   
The applicant has stated that there is no intent to change or rebuild the parking lot for this proposal, 
although the construction of the new grade level additions there will obviously be site work that will be 
required.  The site work may consist of walks, parking and landscaping.             
 
Guidelines 
 
I.   Guidelines for Rehabilitation and Renovation 
1. Architectural Details and Features  
 (Gingerbread, bargeboards, eaves, brackets, dentils, cornices, moldings, trim work, shingles, 

columns, pilasters, balusters, or any decorative or character-defining features) 

DESIGN PRINCIPLE: Architectural detailing is a major component in defining a building's character and 
style. Historic architectural detailing should be preserved and maintained. If the details need to be replaced, 
the new materials should match the original as closely as possible. Replacement detail should be based on 
historic and/or physical evidence or on the availability of architectural elements from other buildings of the 
same era and style.  

Architectural Details: 
(I.1.)     A. shall be maintained/retained and shall not be removed or changed if original to the building. 

B. should be repaired rather than replaced. 
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B. If missing, may be added to a building if accurately based on physical, pictorial or 
historical evidence (paint “ghosts,” removed features etc.) or that is consistent with 
properties of similar design, age and detailing in the surrounding area. 

C.             Including the installation of additional ornament, which gives a building an “imitation       
historic” appearance, is not allowed.  

D. If replaced, should approximate the size, shape, material, color, texture and other visual     
qualities of the original materials. 

E.  should not be covered with vinyl or aluminum or other artificial siding. 
3. Brickwork and Masonry 

DESIGN PRINCIPLE:  Masonry, particularly brick, is a common building material in Lexington. Masonry 
also includes tile, terra cotta, stone, cast stone, and concrete as well as mortar.  Color, texture, mortar joints 
and patterns of masonry define the overall character of masonry buildings. Brick can last indefinitely if it is 
well maintained. The key to brick and mortar preservation is to keep out water and continue to use a soft 
mortar when repair is needed. Masonry should be cleaned only to prevent additional accumulation of 
pollutants and other corrosive elements. Abrasive cleaning such as sandblasting erodes the skin of the brick 
and is not allowed. Stone exteriors, foundations, and other features are integral to a building's character and 
should be preserved and maintained. Stone retaining walls, gate posts, and other historic landscape features 
should also be preserved and maintained. 

3.Brickwork and Masonry:  
     (I.3) A.  materials original to the building should be preserved and maintained. 
 B.  should never be sandblasted or subjected to any kind of abrasive cleaning. 
 C. should never be cleaned with high pressure water which exceeds 600 pounds per square 

inch (PSI). 
 D.  should be cleaned with detergent cleansers if needed. If brick or stone walls have bad stains 

or to loosen paint it is fine to use chemical stain and paint removers. Chemical cleaning can 
be tricky and messy so professional help is advised for these kinds of jobs. If chemical 
cleaners or paint removers are used on brick or stone, always conduct a small test patch first 
on an inconspicuous part of the building to determine the effects of the chemicals.   

 E.  should be cleaned only when necessary to remove bad stains or paint build up. If there are 
only a few small stains or a little dirt on the walls it may be best to leave it alone. Avoid 
putting water or chemicals into walls whenever possible.  

 F.  should not be treated with water-repellent coatings unless repairs and remedies such as 
providing adequate drainage off of and away from the building have failed to stop water 
penetration problems.  
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 G.  should not be covered with silicone-based water sealants or liquid siding. Water sealants 

and liquid siding can trap water on the interior of the building and damage the inside walls. 
 H. that has never been painted should not be painted. 

I.           that was historically painted should remain painted. 
J.           should not be stuccoed, unless an original finish. 
K.       repairs should be done carefully to match the original masonry and mortar in size, shape,       

texture, and color. Hand tools, not electric power saws, should be used to remove mortar. 
L.  repointing (fixing the mortar between the bricks) should match the original brick or stone 

and mortar regarding width, depth, color, raking profile, composition, and texture. 
M.        repointing should never be done with Portland cement or other hard mortars but with soft 

mortars to match the original composition. If the original composition can't be determined, 
use a historic compound such as one part lime and two parts sand.   

N.       should not be obscured, covered, or removed if original. 
 
6.   Decks/patio/verandas/balcony  

DESIGN PRINCIPLE: Decks, patios, verandas, and balconies should be maintained/repaired. If replacement 
of materials is required, in-kind materials that match the existing structure should be used.  

For construction of new decks, see New Construction. 

Decks, Patios, Verandas, and Balconies:  
      (I.6)A.  should be maintained/repaired.  
 B.  that requires replacement materials, should use in-kind materials to match the existing 

structure.  
II. Guidelines for New Construction 
 
4.    Room and wing additions 

DESIGN PRINCIPLE: In planning additions, the best approach is to place the additions where they will 
have the least impact on the building's overall form and plan. The rear of buildings is the best location for 
the addition of rooms or wings. Exterior walls of new additions should not be flush with those of existing 
buildings, but should be stepped in a minimum of 12” from the edges of the existing building. Likewise, 
addition rooflines should be stepped down from the peak of the existing roofline so that the existing main 
roof remains evident. Enlarging a property through adding stories is not appropriate. 

Additions:          
A. are most appropriately located at the rear of buildings.  
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B. should be secondary (smaller and simpler) to the original building in scale, design, and 
placement. The use of a small connector or link between the addition and the original 
building is encouraged where appropriate. Exterior walls should be stepped in a minimum of 
12” from the edges of the existing building, and rooflines should be stepped down from the 
peak of the existing roofline so that the existing main roof remains evident. 

C. should be a compatible design in keeping with the original building's design, roof shape, 
materials, color and location of window, door and cornice heights. 

D. should not imitate an earlier historic style or architectural period. For example, a Greek 
Revival style rear porch addition would not be appropriate for a Queen Anne style house.  

E. should reflect characteristics of the current period in design, but be compatible with the 
original building.   

F. should be built in a manner that avoids substantive removal or loss of historic materials and 
which does not damage or destroy the main architectural features of the building. 

G. should keep the exterior walls of the original building as intact as possible and use existing 
door and window openings for connecting the addition to the building. 

H. should not be made by adding new stories.  

I. should be of materials compatible with the historic fabric of the house. The use of wood is  
  most appropriate; however cementitious board may be considered for additions. 

J. should have skylights, decks, or balconies placed so that they do not detract from the  
  historic character of the building.  

K. follow design guidelines established for new construction of primary buildings.   
 
. Guidelines for Construction of New Buildings 
1.    NEW PRIMARY BUILDINGS 

DESIGN PRINCIPLE: New primary buildings should be designed to be compatible with adjacent historic 
buildings and those along the block. Compatibility is demonstrated by having similar orientation, roof 
forms, materials, window and door sizes and placement, porch size and location and foundation heights as 
adjacent buildings. New buildings that are exact replications or reproductions of historic designs are not 
appropriate. New construction should clearly be recognized as of its time and distinguishable from 
historic buildings. New construction may incorporate contemporary materials such as cementitious board, 
fiberglass and aluminum. The use of vinyl is not permitted.   
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B New construction of primary buildings should maintain, not disrupt, the existing pattern of  surrounding 
buildings, the streetscape and the historic district by being similar in: 

      (II.B.1)A. Shape. Variations of rectangular and square forms are most appropriate for Lexington’s 
historic districts. 

  B. Scale (height and width). New construction should be in keeping with adjacent properties in 
height and in width. In general, new construction should not vary in height more than 10% 
from the average along the block and within the historic district. Width should also be 
consistent with surrounding buildings and buildings throughout the district. 

  C. Setback. Consistent setbacks, or distances of the building from the street and adjacent 
buildings, help to convey a pattern and sense of rhythm along a block or within a district, 
which adds to the character of the streetscape and the overall district. Placement on the lot 
of new construction should be consistent with that of adjacent and surrounding buildings 
along the block and within the historic district. This includes both front and side yard 
setbacks.  

  D. Roof shape and pitch. Roof slope ratio for new construction should be a minimum of 6:12 
to a maximum of 12:12 (6:12 refers to six inches of rise to twelve inches of run in 
measuring slopes). Roof forms of gable and hipped variations are more typical than those 
of flat, mansard or gambrel forms.  

  E. Orientation to the street. All buildings should have the primary entrance on the front of the 
building. Most houses in Lexington have their fronts oriented towards the street and this 
characteristic should be maintained by new construction. 

       F. Location and proportion of entrances, windows, divisional bays and porches. Openings, 
such as entrances and windows and architectural features such as divisional bays and 
porches, are design components that help establish balance, rhythm, scale, proportion and 
emphasis in a structure. Patterns of these components on buildings along blocks and within 
districts create a characteristic rhythm for streetscapes and neighborhoods. It is very  

    important that new construction respect the balance, proportion and scale of existing 
buildings along the block and within the district in regards to these components.  
 Entrances and divisional bays: Entrances shall be compatible in scale, size  and 
 proportion to established patterns of openings in adjacent and   
 surrounding buildings. Divisional bays are where the facade of a building is 
 divided into a series of vertical bays or sections using designs such as  
 pilasters and columns and projecting and inset sections. Divisional bays in  new 
 construction should be compatible with the balance and proportion of 
 divisional bays in existing buildings on the block and within the district.  
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 Windows: Window openings shall be compatible in scale, size and   

  proportion to established patterns of openings in adjacent and surrounding   
  buildings. New buildings should have a similar ratio of window openings   
  to solid wall space as adjacent and surrounding buildings as well as   
  buildings in the district.   

  G.  Foundations. Height of foundations should be a minimum of 1’-6” above grade. Foundation 
   heights should be consistent with the average heights of other buildings on the street and in  
   the historic district. 

    H. Floor-to-ceiling heights. Regular patterns of floor-to-ceiling heights along a street and  
  throughout a district help to create a sense of cohesiveness of character as well as balance  
  and proportion. New construction floor-to-ceiling heights should be consistent with the  
  majority of existing buildings along the block, the surrounding neighborhood, and the  
  historic district.  

 I.     Porch height and depth. Porch heights should be consistent with those of adjacent 
 buildings.  Buildings along the street and in the historic district. Porch depths should 
 be a minimum of six feet. 

    J. Material and Material Color. Material color, texture, pattern and construction technique  
   help define building character and scale. Materials are incorporated into all parts of  
   buildings, but may vary from building to building. Installation of materials that give a  
   building an “imitation historic” appearance are not allowed. Materials should be in scale to  
   the building on which they are located and should be compatible with materials on adjacent 
   and surrounding buildings. In areas where strong continuity of materials, texture and  
   material color is a factor, the continued use of those materials is strongly recommended.  

 Brick Structures: If the new construction has a brick exterior, the brick s  
  should closely match typical mortar and brick styles and color tones found   
  along the block.  

 Foundations: Most foundations are of brick, poured concrete or concrete   
  block. Poured concrete is more appropriate than concrete block. If concrete  
  block is used, a stucco wash is recommended to provide a smooth surface.   
  Split faced concrete block is also an acceptable foundation material.   
  Lattice and other appropriate materials should be used as infill between   
  masonry piers, when and in the district appropriate. 

 Frame Structures: If the new construction is of frame, the preferred   
  exterior material is horizontal wood siding which is a minimum of four   
  inches  and a maximum of six inches in width. The use of smooth  
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 cementitious board siding is also acceptable as long as it meets these size   

  recommendations. Vinyl siding is not allowed.  
 Porches and Decks: Porch and deck materials should be appropriate to the   

  building on which they are to be located.   
 Windows: The use of wood or anodized or baked enamel aluminum   

  windows is appropriate. Vinyl windows are not allowed. The use of plastic  
  or "snap-in" muntins (window pane dividers) is not permitted.  

L. Details. Architectural details help give a building character and scale. Details include, but are not 
limited to: corner boards, rake boards, cornices, brackets, downspouts, railings, columns, steps, door and 
window moldings and decorative elements. Architectural details may be appropriate when they give the 
building on which they are placed a good “sense of belonging” on a street and within a district. Details 
should be appropriately scaled for the proposed structure and compatible with other adjacent buildings 
and the district. Installation of ornament or details that give a building an “imitation historic” 
appearance is not allowed. New construction may incorporate contemporary material (see above).  

 
3. NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS  

DESIGN PRINCIPLE: New commercial buildings should be designed to be compatible in design, shape, 
proportion and scale with other commercial buildings along the street and within the district. New 
commercial buildings should maintain the historic relationship of large storefront windows to smaller 
window and door openings on upper floors. New commercial buildings that are exact replications or 
reproductions of historic designs are not allowed. New commercial buildings should be representative of 
their period and be compatible with adjacent buildings in scale, height, materials, orientation, shape, 
placement and rhythm and proportion of openings. New construction may incorporate contemporary 
materials such as cementitious boards, fiberglass and aluminum.  
New construction of commercial buildings should follow the design guidelines established for new 
construction of primary buildings. 

New Commercial Buildings should: 
A. be appropriate for the site on which it is located.  
B. be compatible in design, shape, proportion and scale to other commercial buildings along 

 the street and within the historic district.  
C. maintain the historic relationship of large storefront windows to smaller window and door 

 openings on upper floors. 
D. maintain the front plane of the building  
E. provide for appropriate recessed entries.  
F. representative of their period and not replicate historic designs.  
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G. be compatible with adjacent buildings in scale, height, materials, orientation, shape, 
  placement and rhythm and proportion of openings (doors and windows). 

H. follow the design guidelines established for new construction of
 
Findings 
 
The South Hill Historic District includes a significant collection of historic architectural styles 
reflecting almost 225 years of Lexington’s architectural, historic and neighborhood evolution and 
is one of Lexington’s oldest neighborhoods.  In addition, in the last 30 years or so, a number of 
new structures have been constructed in the district, reviewed and approved by the design review 
process in accordance with the Design Guidelines and all are compatible with the character of 
the site they are built on, the adjacent structures and the neighborhood.  
  
The structure at 120 West High is by design purposefully not ‘antique’ in appearance and it 
successfully demonstrates that through its intact architectural mid-twentieth century commercial 
design.  Its mid-century modern simplicity, scale and mass is compatible with other historic 
buildings and the streetscape in the South Hill Historic District. 
  
The South Hill neighborhood is recognized with both the Federal National Register of Historic 
Places designation (June 13, l978) and as a Local Historic District, H-1 Overlay, (designated 
1972, expanded 1976).  The distinction between the two processes relative to criteria by which 
designations occur should be noted.  The Federal National Register of Historic Places utilizes 50 
years old or older as the threshold for listing in the National Register for contributing buildings 
within a National Register District.  Buildings not yet 50 years old may be added to a National 
Register district as time moves forwarded and the building becomes eligible.  
 
This structure at 120 West High Street has been demonstrated to have crossed that 50 year old or 
older threshold and the State Historic Preservation Office, the Kentucky Heritage Council, records 
reflect that this site at 120-136 West High Street has been determined to be listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places as a contributing structure in the South Hill Historic District. It should 
also be noted that the Local Historic District (H-1) process does not include age of structures  
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criteria but is based on a number of criteria enumerated in Article 13 of the Fayette County  
Zoning Ordinance.  All properties in a designated Local Historic District (H-1), whether 
structures, sites, two hundred plus years old or recently built, outbuildings, landscape or 
proposed new construction fall under the design review process and are reviewed based on the 
Design Review Guidelines and permits issued accordingly. Both local and Federal designated 
historic districts processes share many similar historic preservation standards and with a national, 
state and local goal of preserving historic resources. 
  
This structure at 120 West High reflects a sadly under-appreciated and disappearing mid-twentieth 
century style of historic architecture.  This circa 1956 commercial building was designed to fit 
comfortably within and not overwhelm, in either mass or height, the mainly residential character of 
the South Hill Historic District.  The use of the buff brick and combination of simple 
ornamentation, clean lines and grouped windows were new elements of office building design of 
the 1950’s. The use of these elements tells the story of change from Pre and Post World War II 
office construction.  The importance of construction being expressed in the design elements and 
materials were features of mid-century construction throughout the United States. Building 
esthetics were not about being “pretty” with added ornamentation and features but expressing 
function through design and material.  According to the Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, the 
building is a combination of brick, concrete, and steel, with the Sanborn Maps noting the 
combination of concrete and steel joist; as well as suspended ceilings.  
 
Staff finds that the proposal to alter and add additions to this two story, mid-twentieth century 
modern circa 1956 brick commercial office building is not within the Design Guidelines. Staff has 
walked through the interior spaces of the structure as well as evaluated the exterior of the building 
and no obvious structural issues are evident, although there is some cosmetic non-structural 
cracking in the exterior brick veneer.  The renovation work that is needed to put this building back 
into viable use appears no different from that of any historic structure that has not been maintained, 
had systems updated, etc. for some time   
  
The staff finds that this proposal to construct new additions and add a second floor to the existing 
historic building at the corner of High and South Upper within the South Hill Historic District is 
not in accordance with the Design Review Guidelines noted in this report.  The 
proposed alterations change the context and character of this mid-century structure. The 
Design Principle  for room and wing additions states, “ In planning additions, the best approach 
is to place the additions where they will have the least impact on the building's overall form and 
plan…Addition rooflines should be stepped down from the peak of the existing roofline so that  
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the existing main roof remains evident. Enlarging a property through adding stories is not 
appropriate”.  
                           
The Design Principles for Commercial Buildings states, “New commercial buildings should be 
designed to be compatible in design, shape, proportion and scale with other commercial buildings 
along the street and within the district. New commercial buildings should maintain the historic 
relationship of large storefront windows to smaller window and door openings on upper 
floors…New commercial buildings should be representative of their period and be compatible with 
adjacent buildings in scale, height, materials, orientation, shape, placement and rhythm and 
proportion of openings.” The Design Principle requires looking at buildings within the historic 
district and evaluating any proposed renovation or new construction relative to the building’s and 
the neighborhood’s context.  As proposed, the construction of the additions and the additional 
floor will adversely affect the character of the existing structure and the alterations will become 
the dominant identity of the structure, permanently compromising the period identity of this 
historic structure in the South Hill District.   
  
Guideline for Rehabilitation states I.1. A. and C states, “Architectural Details and Features…shall 
be maintained/retained and shall not be removed or changed if original to the building. In addition 
Guidelines I.3.A and N states “Brick…materials original to the building should be preserved and 
maintained” and    “Brick…should not be obscured, covered, or removed if original.” The 
additions on the front façade cover too much of the original wall system and its fabric.  The design 
of this existing historic structure is purposefully minimal and reflective of its mid-century time 
period. 
  
Per the proposal to add a second floor to this historic structure, the Guidelines for new construction 
(specifically the Guidelines II.B.4.A, C, F  on room and wing additions) respectively state, 
“Additions should be a compatible design in keeping with the original building's design, roof 
shape, materials, color and location of window, door and cornice heights.”, “ should reflect 
characteristics of the current period in design, but be compatible with the original building.”, “ 
should be built in a manner that avoids substantive removal or loss of historic materials and which 
does not damage or destroy the main architectural features of the building.” The proposal results in 
the loss of much of the identity of the original fabric, massing and overall original design.   
  
Per the Guidelines for Commercial structures, the proposed plan for additions and adding a floor to 
the historic structure is not in keeping with the Guidelines II. B. 3 B, D, and G.  Commercial 
Structures…“should be compatible in design, shape, proportion and scale to other commercial  
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buildings along the street and within the historic district.”, “Commercial structures should 
maintain the front plane of the building” and Commercial Structures should be compatible with 
adjacent buildings in scale, height, materials, orientation, shape, placement and rhythm and 
proportion of openings (doors and windows).  
 
The proposal to remove the original front entrance and steps of the historic front facade, and alter 
existing and create new entrance and openings, is illustrative of the significant elements that will 
be inappropriately altered. The obscuring of the mass and form and exterior elevations of the 
existing building essentially “boxing” it in in large segments is totally contrary to the intent of 
the Design Guidelines. The construction of an additional floor covering the footprint of the entire 
existing structure and extending to cover the proposed additions will eradicate any understanding 
of the scale of the historic building.            
  
Overall the proposed project, if constructed, is not in accordance with the Design Guidelines as it 
would obscure, alter and adversely affect the integrity of the historic structure.    
  
  
Recommendations  
  
The staff recommends denial of the proposed application. 
  
  
Deadline for Board Action 
  
July 23, 2022  
 
 
 
 


